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Greetings all, and welcome to the Semester in the West Live Chat! In 
about ten minutes, our panelists will join us. We'll kick off with some 
introductions and get started! Thank you for being here today. 
Hi, I'm Phil Brick, Miles C. Moore Professor of Politics and Director of 
Whitman College Semester in the West! Welcome to this chat!! With 
incredible support and encouragement from the College, I founded SITW 
in 2002 and we've run the program ever 

Also joining us are many student participants in Semester in the West. 
Here with me are Whitney Rich '20, Luke Ratliff '21, Noah Dunn '21 and 
Liam Voorhees '21. Ask away! 

Hey, folks! I'm Noah, a junior hailing from Bellingham, Washington. I 
study Environmental Humanities and German Studies and I'm stoked for 
this opportunity to answer your questions about this fabulous program. 

What courses do I have to take in preparation for Semester in the West? 

And from the students, what was the best part of participating? 

Hey, Malcolm, thanks for braving the chat! You really aren't required to 
take any classes before SITW, but some certainly help. Intro to 
Environmental Studies, which I took with Luke and Whitney here, 
definitely helped prepare me for the program. 
Hey Malcolm--I'm Luke, a junior currently studying at Whitman and a 
2018 Westie. In terms of courses prior to the program, there aren't really 
any rules. Many students like to do the introduction to environmental 
studies course before, because it gives a broad foundation, and has a 
small "excursion" component, to get students settled into the idea of 
learning on the road. 
Hello! I'm a Spanish major, 2018 westie and will be the 2020 Field 
Manager for SITW. I'm excited to answer your questions! The best part of 
being on semester in the west was being part of a group of 21 students, 2 
staff, and Phil that lived, cooked, traveled and learned together while 
traveling to amazing places. It's truly an experience you would never be 
able to recreate or have any other way. 

Malcolm: I highly recommend taking intro to environmental studies and a 
few humanities courses in preparation as parts of SITW are writing 
intensive. 

It's hard to pick one favorite part about participating. I might have to say 
that the continuity of group learning was amazing. You're with the same 
two dozen people doing everything together—learning, cooking, 
desperately showering when the opportunity presents itself—and it really 
elevates the learning experience. 

How many students apply? Is it a selective program? 

Typically twice as many students apply as are selected for the program 



Chris 

What kinds of places do you visit, and what experiences make up 
semester in the west? I am interested in geology, but Environmental 
studies as well. 

WC: Professor Phil Brick 
Chris, it changes from year to year, but we re-visit many sites. What are 
you interested in? 

WC: Whitney Rich '20 

Hi! I'm Whitney, I'm from McMinnville, Oregon and I am a Spanish Major. 
I was a 2018 Westie and will be the 2020 SITW Field Manager! I'm excited 
to answer your questions! 

WC: Noah Dunn '21 Chris, fret not‚ we see no shortage of rocks. 

WC: Professor Phil Brick 
Chris, great! We do some pretty amazing field ecology work out in the 
field, I will let the Westies here on the Chat tell you a little about that! 

WC: Whitney Rich '20 
We had a geology major on our trip and she loved pointing out cool rock 
formations and land marks from her state Geology books 

WC: Noah Dunn '21 

Chris, we do a lot field ecology work, too. Two standby guest instructors 
of the program, Paul Arbetan and the venerable Mary O'Brien, have us 
tramping all over the mountainsides doing things like following goats, and 
hunting for obscure lichen and cacti 

Kaitlyn 

Luke R, when you were on the panel, you said SITW was a pinnacle 
experience in your life--that says a lot. Maybe you or others could give a 
handful of reasons why? 

Grace 
Do you need to have science skills or have certain science credits to 
partake in the program 

WC: Professor Phil Brick 
Grace, there are no pre-requisites. We try to get a mix of students from 
the social sciences, sciences, and humanities. 

Elisabeth 
What are some key questions or topics that guide the journey? How do 
you generate those? 

Keathley 
So you can still do the program if your major isn't as relevant in the 
program (for example a language or literature major)? 

WC: Noah Dunn '21 

Keathley, absolutely. My brother was a 2016 Westie and he was a music 
composition major. I'm a German Studies major and I will definitely echo 
Luke in saying that this program was one of the most influential 
experiences in my life. It will be enriching no matter what your major is. 

WC: Whitney Rich '20 

SITW was a pinnacle experience for me because it combined my interests 
in environmental studies, and the american west with experiential 
learning. Not only were we learning about current issues, but we were 
meeting the people leading these movements. 

WC: Professor Phil Brick 

Elisabeth, we focus on the interior rural west: natural resource policy, 
field ecology, and place-based writing. We are keenly interested in rural 
issues, how climate change is forcing a re-thinking of natural resource 
policy, social justice, the meaning of "environmental justice," etc. 

Elisabeth It sounds amazing. I like the idea of the "people as text"... 

Grace Is acceptance for the program competitive? 



WC: Whitney Rich '20 

We do a lot of writing on the program: daily journaling, writing workshops 
with guest authors, blog posts about the guests we meet, and working on 
our western "epiphanies" 

WC: Whitney Rich '20 
SITW helped me become a better writer and that has helped me in all of 
my areas of study 

WC: Professor Phil Brick 

Elisabeth, you got it!! Amazing! One of the first things I tell students is 
that we will learn to read people "as texts," to hear where they are 
coming from and really listen to what they are trying to say, sometimes 
across a vast urban-rural divide. 

WC: Luke Ratliff '21 

Kaitlyn--absolutely. It's really hard to find the right words to describe the 
experience, even after almost 2 years of reflection, so I often just take the 
shortcut and say "I peaked." Certainly true, but I would love to elaborate! 
So many great parts, it's hard to choose just one. I would say a 
combination of the outstanding academics and the social environment. 
On the academics side, speaking to people in the field every day gives a 
real sense of urgency to the issues we studied. You get right in the action! 
On a social side, it is a group of 24 people that get VERY close. It's sort of a 
mini commune, and so fun and rewarding. 

WC: Whitney Rich '20 

Grace, acceptance for the program is competitive. It depends on the year, 
but often there will be twice as many applicants as accepted spots on the 
program 

WC: Professor Phil Brick 
Chris, we have not had anyone do a photo journal, but that's an intriguing 
idea! 

WC: Noah Dunn '21 

Chris, to add to what Phil said, we had three or four photography geeks 
on our program. Documenting the experience through photos as actually 
integral to the program: we make blog posts every week and it's 
somebody's job every day to be taking photos. 

Grace Would you be able to complete another study abroad if you did SITW? 

John What does the application process look like? 

Kaitlyn 

Thanks Luke and everyone for your thoughts! Not TMI at all. And I 
completely understand these sentiments (though I obviously don't 
understand your own individual experiences). I find experiential learning 
is one of the absolute best ways to learn. 

WC: Luke Ratliff '21 

Grace--Absolutely. I did SITW as a sophomore, and am currently studying 
"abroad" in France during my junior year. (I use quotations because alas, 
we were sent home due to COVID.) But yes, it's very possible, and 
students certainly do it! 

WC: Professor Phil Brick 

Erica, it is possible to apply twice, but there is no special preference the 
second time around. That said, we have had students get in the second 
time around, especially if they applied freshman year and weren't quite 
ready. 

WC: Whitney Rich '20 
John - the application includes essay based questions, faculty 
recommendations, and an interview. 



WC: Whitney Rich '20 Everybody that applies gets an interview 

WC: Whitney Rich '20 The application opens in October and the interviews are in November 

WC: Luke Ratliff '21 
Kaitlyn--I think you're absolutely right about experiential learning. If you 
have other questions, ask away! 

John Okay cool, thanks for the info! 

WC: Professor Phil Brick 

Erica, you are in luck. You would apply as a sophomore to go on the Fall 
2022 program, so this doesn't apply to you so much. For admission, the 
key thing is to demonstrate interest in the environment , have a solid 
academic record, and be willing to be totally immersed in a "course" as a 
semester-long experience 

Kaitlyn 

I don't yet know what I'll study in college, though I am passionate about 
natural sciences as well as languages and music. It's heartening to know 
that all of these are possibilities in keeping with participating in SITW. I 
don't have further questions at this time! 

WC: Noah Dunn '21 

Hey Kaitlyn, it's super easy to get involved in music and another field of 
study here. I couldn't tell you how many hours a week I spend in the 
music building. The virtues of a liberal arts education. 

Keathley 
Thanks for the info! This isn't really a question about specifics, I'm just 
curious--what are your favorite memories from SITW? 

Rachel 
To echo Keathley's question, what's you biggest takeaway from the 
program? 

WC: Whitney Rich '20 

My favorite memories are of our chair circle dinners every night. Cooking 
together, being silly and goofing around in camp and then sharing the 
meal together, surrounded by amazing scenery is something I could never 
recreate and they are memories I will cherish forever. 

WC: Noah Dunn '21 

Keathley: we were camped at the base of Comb Ridge, this gigantic, 
dragon-spine-looking sandstone formation that runs for a couple miles in 
San Juan County, Utah. The biggest rainstorm I've ever seen started to roll 
in over the ridge while my cook crew was getting set up. It was truly 
incredible, even though some tents were damaged. All worth it. 

Kaitlyn 

Thank you, Noah! That's music to my ears! haha. I have a good friend at 
Deep Springs College right now and from what I am learning about SITW, I 
am getting a bit of a Deep Springs vibe. This is a good thing! 

WC: Whitney Rich '20 

Another special memory was from our canoe trip down the Rio Grand -
that was an amazing experience to have Mexico on one side of the river 
and the US on the other. 

WC: Professor Phil Brick 
Kaitlyn, yup, Deep Springs but without the ranch work and a LOT more 
travel! :-) 



WC: Luke Ratliff '21 

Good question Keathley. It's hard to choose just one. Because we often 
got early starts to get the most out of the days, we got to see a good 
number of just insane desert sunrises. Those were all highlights. One 
distinct memory I have is a sunrise in a national park where I was on 
kitchen duty and had to wake up early. So worth it to see that beautiful 
sky. 

WC: Whitney Rich '20 
My biggest takeaway from the program was the importance of 
community and local advocacy. 

Kaitlyn 
Thanks, Phil! :). The Westie experience is definitely much more up my 
alley, though though they're both amazing. 

Keathley Wow, that sounds incredible! 

WC: Professor Phil Brick 

Chris, I guess my favorite memory, over the years as Director, is one 
common thing: I wake each morning, no matter what the weather or 
challenge ahead of us, to the sound of LAUGHTER. It's been a gift to be 
able to work with such fabulous students! 

WC: Noah Dunn '21 

Rachel, my biggest takeaway, as cliché as it sounds, is that everything's 
connected to this great, big, outside world where some truly fine people 
are living and working. It's one of those things that I knew intellectually 
beforehand but didn't really feel intuitively. 

WC: Whitney Rich '20 
Lots of laughter on the trip! We kept a quote board and we filled pages 
and pages with all our silly memories and moments 

Rachel Thank you! Being a Westie sounds very rewarding :) 

WC: Professor Phil Brick 
To admitted students on the chat, have you had a chance to check out 
Westie podcasts, available on our website? 

Kaitlyn Ok, I've gotta ask. What was the theme song for 2018? 

WC: Professor Phil Brick 
You can also see our 'picture of the day', for every day we were in the 
field in Fall 2018 

WC: Noah Dunn '21 The emotional one or the memey one? 

Kaitlyn Since I'm a music person, anything and everything music related!! 

WC: Whitney Rich '20 

Kaitlyn- Ladders by Mac Miller was our classic car song, Ricky Ricardo and 
Moo! were our silly songs and Three Rounds and a Sound was our 
emotional cry song. 

Kaitlyn Whitney - Thanks for giving the insights! 

Elisabeth The website is great. 

Keathley 
I've been exploring some of the podcasts and epiphany readings. They're 
an interesting glimpse into the program! 

WC: Professor Phil Brick 
Thanks, Elisabeth! It was put together by Mitch Cutter, who was a Westie 
...he is now working for Idaho Conservation League 

WC: Whitney Rich '20 
A lot of SITW alumni go on to work in environmental studies and many of 
these past westies we visit and learn from during the program! 



WC: Louise Karneus 
Great questions, everyone. Our panelists will be here for ten more 
minutes so keep on asking! 

Ella Shriner Somewhat related: what made all of you choose Whitman? 

WC: Luke Ratliff '21 

Definitely Semester in the West. I also experienced a common 
prospective Whittie phenomenon of getting "the feeling" upon visiting 
the campus. The day I visited the main quad (Ankeny Field) was filled with 
students reading, playing frisbee, hammocking, and talking. Several 
groups smiled, waved, and asked if they could help. I was also on a bit of 
an anti-smartphone kick at the time, and I was stunned by the fact that it 
seemed like very few people were sitting buried in their phones, but 
rather socializing with each other. I'm sorry you can't visit and have this 
experience, though! I would highly recommend looking at Niche and 
other sites to read student reviews. While they are generalizations, if you 
read enough you get broad ideas about the different schools you are 
thinking about. 

WC: Liam Voorhees '21 

I distinctly remember visiting and not wanting to come here because my 
sister was attending the school and I didn't want to follow in her 
footsteps. When I visited I was amazed by how kind and grounded all the 
students were on campus. Most students I asked why they came to 
Whitman answer that it was due to the students and professors here. 
After attending the school for three years I would full heartedly agree 
with that and would not want go anywhere else. 

Kaitlyn 
A BIG thank you to all of you! I appreciate the personal insights. This chat 
just confirms for me that one day I hope I'll get to be a Westie, too. 

Rachel Yes - thank you! 

Grace 

Has the social issues studied in SITW inspired any of you to go in to 
politics/advocacy? Do you know of or are friends with other Westies who 
use their SITW as a launching point for something like that? 

Keathley You've answered all of my questions--thanks so much for the info! 

WC: Professor Phil Brick 
You guys have been great! Thanks so much for your interest!! I look 
forward to meeting you!! 

WC: Luke Ratliff '21 

If you have any further questions, feel free to email me at 
ratlifls@whitman.edu . I can talk about SITW all day long and would be 
more than happy to answer any question, no matter how specific or 
broad! 

WC: Noah Dunn '21 

Thanks all so much. These have been great questions and a fun trip down 
memory lane. If you're interested in chatting further, don't hesitate to 
reach me at dunnnp@whitman.edu, and congrats to everyone on your 
admission to Whitman! 

WC: Professor Phil Brick 

Grace, several Westies have jumped right into politics and public service. 
Noah Koerper is on Senator Bennett's (colorado) senior staff, Kate 
Greenberg is CO Secretary of Agriculture, and Kevin McNellis is a political 
consultant in DC, to name the first few that come to mind. 



WC: Whitney Rich '20 Yes, please reach out with any questions! richwm@whitman.edu 

Grace great! thank you! sorry for the late question 

WC: Professor Phil Brick Yup, email me with questions! brick@whitman.edu 

WC: Louise Karneus 

Thanks again for joining us and be sure to check out the SITW Website 
(http://semesterinthewest.org/) for more information on the program. 
Stay tuned this week for even MORE emails (sorry) about chats with 
faculty. Thanks, all, and happy weekend. 


